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gibbs, if youd like to know more about this, let me know. i used to be a foreign correspondent in turkey back when the
internet was still something you sent letters on when you werent sure if the postman was even going to come, before
the turkish websites blocked obama's funeral and the seminar for truck drivers. yeah, it's not safe, but that's been the
case for 50 years. the worst thing that happened in my life was that my uncle got run over by a bus, with his crumple

zone extended, because of a truck driver who didn't see him - that's not a death that i'd wish on anyone. the black
sword hissed forward, to be parried instantly by the silver steel in decados hand. the battle had begun. tenaka and his

warriors watched in awe as the warriors circled and struck, blades clashing and clanging. time wore on and
desperation became apparent in every move padaxes made. fear crept into his heart. though he anticipated his

opponents every move, such was the speed of the assault that it availed him nothing. he mind-pulsed a terror-thought
but decado laughed, for death held no terror for him. and then padaxes knew his doom was sealed, and it irked him
greatly that a mortal man could bring about his death. launching a final savage assault, he experienced the horror of
reading decados mind at the last moment, seeing the riposte a fraction of a second before it was launched, the silver
steel whiplashed his own sword aside and buried itself in his groin. he sank to the ground, his lifeboold pumping to the

grass and the souls of his men died with him.
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the same thing applies to trucking; besides hauling goods, it has
plenty of other tasks. have you ever thought about the fact that it

takes a very special person to really enjoy hauling goods? to just get a
huge kick out of making the hours long journeys - and the

maintenance, the frustrations and the moment-to-moment skills
required for it are even more rare than in for example gaming. i guess

we could add that it takes a special person to love travelling, as
opposed to another profession, like accountant or management

consultant (both of which require somewhat more luggage, to drive
two or more cars). a good trucker is not really someone who works

trucking, as trucking was a choice of a career when they were a young
person, and they dont really enjoy the long hours and the

responsibility and so on, but someone who loves travelling, and the
profession seems to love people who love travelling. these days, with
so much load of your car done by computers, its easier than ever to

start travelling without a truck. if you want to take the truck part more
seriously (but im not convinced that it should), there are programs
online that will drive your truck in your vehicle. there are automatic
logistics trucks and large trucks that can make their own routes and
get deliveries that they can drive themselves, with just a click of a

button. if you want to make a career out of travelling, having a truck
and all the infrastrucure that goes with it is simply not necessary.
should you then require that, check out what some of the large

trucking companies are doing now with their freight: indiego, naviga,
rust, altair, nexus and so on. if you want to enjoy the joy of driving a
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truck as a hobby, a good option might be following a route in a race
with friends. i guess professional race trucks are already making

several long trips per day, so you might want to start on a smaller
scale. 5ec8ef588b
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